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BACKGROUND: Pain management racial disparities ex-
ist, yet it is unclear whether disparities exist in pain man-
agement in advanced cancer.
OBJECTIVE: To examine the effect of race on physicians’
pain assessment and treatment in advanced lung cancer
and the moderating effect of patient activation.
DESIGN: Randomized field experiment. Physicians
consented to see two unannounced standardized patients
(SPs) over 18 months. SPs portrayed 4 identical roles—a
62-year-old man with advanced lung cancer and uncon-
trolled pain—differing by race (black or white) and role
(activated or typical). Activated SPs asked questions,
interrupted when necessary, made requests, and
expressed opinions.
PARTICIPANTS: Ninety-six primary care physicians
(PCPs) and oncologists from small cities, and suburban
and rural areas of New York, Indiana, andMichigan. Phy-
sicians’ mean age was 52 years (SD= 27.17), 59% male,
and 64% white.
MAINMEASURES:Opioids prescribed (or not), total daily
opioid doses (in oral morphine equivalents), guideline-
concordant pain management, and pain assessment.
KEY RESULTS: SPs completed 181 covertly audio-
recorded visits that had complete data for the model co-
variates. Physicians detected SPs in 15% of visits. Physi-
cians prescribed opioids in 71% of visits; 38% received
guideline-concordant doses. Neither race nor activation
was associated with total opioid dose or guideline-
concordant pain management, and there were no inter-
action effects (p > 0.05). Activation, but not race, was as-
sociated with improved pain assessment (ẞ, 0.46, 95% CI

0.18, 0.74). In post hoc analyses, oncologists (but not
PCPs) were less likely to prescribe opioids to black SPs
(OR 0.24, 95% CI 0.07, 0.81).
CONCLUSIONS: Neither race nor activation was associ-
ated with opioid prescribing; activation was associated
with better pain assessment. In post hoc analyses, oncol-
ogists were less likely to prescribe opioids to black male
SPs than white male SPs; PCPs had no racial disparities.
In general, physicians may be under-prescribing opioids
for cancer pain.
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BACKGROUND

Despite national attention to racial disparities in the assess-
ment and treatment of cancer-related pain,1, 2 black patients
still report greater pain,3, 4 potentially due to undertreatment.5,
6 Observational research documents that black patients are
more likely to have underdiagnosed pain7, 8 and are less likely
to receive adequate pain medication.7, 9, 10 However, this
research has been done primarily in early-stage cancer.
Physician-patient communication may contribute to dispar-

ities in cancer pain treatment. Compared to white patients with
lung cancer, black patients talk less, ask fewer questions, make
fewer requests for pain medications, and are more passive in
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decision-making;11 in turn, physicians provide less disease-
related information.
Based on studies of communication in cancer and non-

cancer settings, we hypothesized that patient activation might
improve pain assessment and thus modify the effect of race on
prescribing. Activated patients ask questions, interrupt when
necessary, make requests, and express opinions.11 Activation
appears to engage physicians in deeper conversations,12, 13

and when patients are taught to be active, they are more
satisfied with communication.14 Generally, black patients are
less activated than white patients.15

Prior research on disparities in cancer pain management used
mainly observational designs.7, 9, 10 The Social and Behavioral
Influences Study overcomes these limitations by using a random-
ized field experiment to control patient presentation. We trained
standardized patients (SPs) to identical roles that differed only by
patient race and activation. First, we hypothesized that black SPs
would be less likely to receive opioids, they would get lower
doses of opioids, and fewer would receive guideline-concordant
pain management compared to white SPs. Second, we hypothe-
sized that physicians would engage blacks in less pain-related
assessment. Finally, we hypothesized that activation would mit-
igate these disparities.

METHODS

Overview

We conducted a randomized field experiment in small metro-
politan and rural areas of Indiana, Michigan, and NewYork. A
detailed study protocol is available.16 Study sites received
local institutional IRB approval. By design, we collected data
at sites #1 and #2 between July 2012 and October 2014 and
from site #3 from March 2014 to November 2016. We trained
black and white men to portray a 62-year-old with stage IV
lung cancer with bone metastases and uncontrolled pain. We
constructed four roles that differed by race and activation;
otherwise, roles were identical. We deployed two same-race
SPs to each participating physician. SP assignment to physi-
cians was stratified by specialty. To reduce SP detection risk,
we scheduled visit #1 and visit #2 at least 4 months apart.
Office visits were covertly audio-recorded, transcribed, and
analyzed for content and process. Physicians completed ques-
tionnaires at baseline asking about demographics, as well as
attitudinal scales used for secondary analyses not reported
here. We collected prescriptions, reviewed medical records,
and analyzed audio-recordings to confirm prescribing data.

Physician Subjects

Study investigators approached oncologists and primary care
physicians (PCPs) individually and at meetings after obtaining
approval from their practice medical directors. Oncologists
were eligible if they were not planning to leave their practice
within 12 months and if they treated patients with solid

tumors, including lung cancer. Participating physicians pro-
vided an office contact who helped to avoid difficulties with
insurance issues, identity checks, and data entry in electronic
health records. In our consent form, we told physicians that the
purpose of the study was Bto improve patient-physician com-
munication and clinical decisions by examining social and
personal characteristics that can affect clinical care and out-
comes. More specifically, the study examines overall varia-
tions in communication patterns based on patient characteris-
tics such as behavior, ethnicity, race, sex, literacy, socioeco-
nomic status, and education.^

Standardized Patients

SPs portrayed a divorced male who completed 1.5 years of
college and worked as a carpenter/contractor before taking a
job at a home improvement store 5 years ago.16 The SPs
presented with a several-month history of stage IV lung cancer
with painful bone metastases treated with radiation therapy
and opioids. Before the visit, we mailed a realistic medical
record detailing the medical history, medications, and contact
information. The SPs were seeking care from a physician,
having recently moved from another state to live closer to an
adult child. They spontaneously reported having been pre-
scribed hydrocodone/acetaminophen 10 mg every 4 h as
needed (60 oral morphine equivalents per day) but that they
were taking at least 70 mg daily because the medication
Bdoesn’t seem to be working as it used to.^ They described
worsening dull chest and back pain, worse with deep inspira-
tion, 7/10 in general, improving to 5/10 for 2 h after taking
medication. They said they only had Ba few^ remaining pills,
which Bmight be enough for a week.^
Using criteria derived from Street et al.,11 Hibbard et al.,12,

17 and Kaplan et al.,18 we trained activated SPs to ask direct
questions, to request information, to ask for clarification, and
to redirect when their concerns were not addressed. They
brought a list of questions and interrupted the physician at
least once to ask for clarification. In contrast, we trained
typical SPs to ask questions about following through with
treatment, to express relatively few concerns, to appear satis-
fied with the information offered, and to say that they under-
stood even when physician explanations were lacking.
We trained activated and typical SPs separately at each

site. SPs were blinded to study hypotheses. Although SPs
may have observed they were of different races, they were
not informed that race was a primary factor examined in
the study. The same SPs visited PCPs and oncologists.
The lead SP trainer (AV) supervised SP recruitment, train-
ing, and monitoring at all sites. Each site had its own
trainer who reviewed audio-recordings with the SPs to
assess role fidelity and provide feedback. Trainers listened
to audio-recordings within two business days of each visit
for the first 15 visits, after every third visit thereafter, and
more frequently if needed. The standardized role fidelity
scale included items that distinguished between activated
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and typical roles; fidelity met our criterion of 90% or
higher.

Randomization and Blinding

The study statistician (SLC) randomized physicians to see two
black or two white SPs stratified by specialty (PCP vs. oncol-
ogy). The statistician also randomized the order physicians
would see activated and typical SPs, prepared a 1:1 random-
ization list, and put assignments in opaque envelopes, which
research assistants used to assign SPs to consented physicians.

Data Collection and Outcome Measures

Immediately following the visit, the study coordinator at each
site debriefed SPs about fidelity, logistics, and any difficulties
encountered. Paper prescriptions were voided; electronic pre-
scriptions and scheduled laboratory tests, imaging, referrals,
and follow-up appointments were canceled unbeknownst to
participating physicians. Research assistants entered the pre-
scription data into MS Excel, which was read into SAS 9.0 for
calculation of daily oral morphine equivalents using
equianalgesic tables.19 A few days later, study staff notified
the office that the SP would not be returning using various
alibis (e.g., the patient chose another physician). Approxi-
mately 2 months after the final SP visit, we asked physicians
to complete a form asking whether they suspected that they
saw an SP and asked for identifying data to confirm their
suspicions. After receiving physicians’ responses, we asked
office staff to send us a copy of the SP’s medical record.
The recordings of the SP visits were professionally tran-

scribed and research assistants coded the transcripts using the
Measure of Physician Pain Assessment (MPPA), which cap-
tures physicians’ responses to patients’ expressions of con-
cerns about pain. This measure was previously developed,
piloted, and validated by our research team for use in outpa-
tient cancer consultations20 to capture patient-centered explo-
ration of topics such as the onset, location, and quality of pain.
We assessed (a) whether an opioid was prescribed, (b) if

prescribed, at what total daily dose (expressed as oral mor-
phine equivalents, including PRN dosing at allowed daily
dose), and (c) whether the dose was adequate according to
current guidelines. We relied on guidelines from the American
Association of Hospice and Palliative Medicine, which sug-
gest increasing opioid medications by at least 30% over the
current dose for uncontrolled cancer pain.21 In this case,
Badequate^ was defined as at least 90 mg oral morphine
equivalents over 24 h.

Data Management and Statistical Analyses

Research assistants double-entered survey and other data into
MS Excel or Qualtrix™ files, which we imported into SAS
9.0.We used SAS for data management, variable creation, and
dosage calculations, and the statistician analyzed data using
STATA 14. We converted all opioid data into oral morphine

doses and classified the medication into short-acting or long-
acting (e.g., sustained-release morphine, oral methadone, or
fentanyl patch).
We used mixed effects linear regression to estimate the effects

of SP race and activation on pain assessment and medication
dosage. Similarly, we used mixed effects logistic regression used
to model whether the dosage met clinical practice guidelines.
Analyses accounted for the nesting of two visits within each
physician.22 We tested for interactions between SP race and
activation. Model control variables included physician specialty
(oncologist or PCP), physician race, sex, age, and research site.
Bootstrapped standard errors were used for opioid dose to correct
for the non-normal distribution.

Role of the Funding Source

The National Cancer Institute of the National Institutes of
Health funded this study. The funder had no role in the study’s
design, conduct, or reporting.

RESULTS

Fourteen SPs completed 181 visits with 96 physicians; 85
physicians completed 2 visits while 11 only completed one
visit. Physicians were predominantly middle-aged (mean =
52.1, SD = 12.6), white (64%), and male (59%); 47% were
oncologists, and 53% were PCPs (26 family medicine, 25
general internal medicine). Fifteen percent of SP visits were
detected by PCPs and by oncologists; the survey response rate
was 97% (Fig. 1). SPs averaged 13 visits each with a range of
3–27; one site was able to enroll only 6 physicians. Physician
age and race were approximately equal across the eight cells of
the model. Sex was approximately equal for PCPs, but only
32% of oncologists were female, reflecting the percentage of
female oncologists in the population.23

Opioid Prescribing. In 71% of visits, physicians prescribed an
opioid; prescribing did not differ by specialty (74% for
oncologists and 68% for PCPs, p > 0.05). The mean dose
prescribed was 70.5 mg oral morphine equivalents per day
(range 0 to 300 mg). Using our prespecified criteria (at least
90 mg daily oral morphine equivalent), in only 38% of visits
was the dose adequate. Using mixed models, we found no
statistically significant racial differences in whether a patient
received an opioid prescription (Table 1). There was no statis-
tically significant interaction effect of patient activation with
patient race.

Opioid Doses. In mixed models that controlled for physician
characteristics, clustering of SPs within physician, and site, we
observed no racial difference in the dose of opioids prescribed
(Table 2), and there was no interaction effect of patient acti-
vation with patient race.
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Adequacy of Opioid Prescribing. Using our prespecified
criteria of ≥ 90 mg oral morphine equivalents daily as an
adequate dose, we found no effect of race in prescribing an
adequate dose, nor was there any interaction with patient
activation (Table 3). Sensitivity analyses showed similar re-
sults when different dosage cut points were used.

Pain Assessment. The mean of the total scale was 24.78 (SD,
6.88, range 3–36) and was reliably coded (ICC = .72). The
scale was subsequently standardized for model analysis. The
activated role had an independent positive effect (ẞ, 0.43,
95% CI 0.24, 0.63) on pain assessment (Table 4). We found

no effects of race and no interaction between race and role
(activated vs typical).

Physician Specialty. Because PCPs might refer the patient to an
oncologist with the expectation that the oncologist would
prescribe opioids, and because we learned during the study that
a few PCPs may have stopped prescribing opioids altogether, we
performed secondary analyses to assess opioid prescribing by
physician specialty. Oncologists were significantly less likely
(OR 0.24, 95% CI 0.07, 0.81) to prescribe opioids for black
SPs compared to white SPs and were more likely to prescribe
opioids to activated patients (OR 3.96, 95% CI 1.24, 12.69)

Fig. 1 CONSORT flow diagram.
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compared to typical SPs (Table 5). No effect of race or activation
was seen among PCPs. Physician race, sex, and age were not
associated with prescribing patterns.

Site Effects. Across all analyses (Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), the last
data collection site (site #3) was consistently associated with
lower prescribing.
There were no appreciable changes in the effect sizes for

any of these analyses when we re-analyzed the data excluding
detected visits.

DISCUSSION

We hypothesized that black SPs would receive less adequate
treatment for pain in the context of advanced cancer and

uncontrolled pain. We did not observe an effect of race or
activation on opioid prescribing; however, in post hoc analy-
sis, we did find a difference in prescribing by race but only
with oncologists, which we discuss later. Although activation
improved pain assessment overall, activation did not modify
the effect of race on opioid prescribing or on pain assessment,
disconfirming our secondary hypotheses. Our results shed
light on the conflicting findings regarding racial disparities in
cancer pain management.
There are several explanations for the absence of hypothe-

sized disparities. First, opioid prescribing for pain due to
metastatic cancer may not be race-sensitive.24 Given broad

Table 2 Total Daily Oral Morphine Equivalent Dosing Prescribed by Standardized Patient Race and Activation and Physician Characteristics
(Mixed Model Linear Regression)

Main effects Activation moderation

ẞ 95% CI ẞ 95% CI

Black SP 10.93 − 10.23 32.09 10.63 − 20.78 42.04
Activated SP − 1.75 − 21.53 18.02 − 2.05 − 21.13 17.03
Interaction 0.59 − 36.72 37.91
Site − 31.30** − 51.82 − 10.78 − 31.29** − 51.99 − 10.58
Oncologist (vs. PCP) 40.53*** 20.78 60.27 40.53*** 19.55 61.52
Female physician − 13.64 − 34.01 6.72 − 13.64 − 33.68 6.39
Physician age (years) − 0.10 − 0.94 0.74 − 0.10 − 0.92 0.72
Physician race~

Black − 9.57 − 36.54 17.40 − 9.58 − 36.54 17.39
Asian − 19.98 − 46.46 6.50 − 19.99 − 46.27 6.30
Fixed intercept 78.69** 27.47 129.91 78.84** 28.62 129.06

σ2 95% CI σ2 95% CI
Random intercept 18.47 4.57 74.60 18.48 4.54 75.19

SP, standardized patient; CI, confidence interval; PCP, primary care physician
**p < 0.01; ***p< 0.001
~ Referent = white

Table 3 Guideline-Concordant Opioid Prescribing (Daily Oral
Morphine Equivalents Prescribed At Least a 30% Increase) by

Standardized Patient Race and Activation and Physician
Characteristics (Mixed Model Logistic Regression Model)

Main effects Activation moderation

OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Black SP 1.78 0.88 3.59 1.65 0.62 4.39
Activated SP 1.09 0.56 2.12 1.02 0.39 2.64
Interaction 1.15 0.30 4.36
Site 0.43* 0.21 0.88 0.43* 0.21 0.88
Oncologist
(vs. PCP)

3.10** 1.44 6.66 3.10** 1.44 6.67

Female
physician

0.60 0.28 1.27 0.60 0.28 1.27

Physician age
(years)

0.98 0.95 1.01 0.98 0.95 1.01

Physician race~

Black 0.62 0.26 1.45 0.62 0.26 1.45
Asian 0.33 0.11 1.01 0.33 0.11 1.01
Fixed
intercept

1.99 0.32 12.55 2.07 0.32 13.52

σ2 95% CI σ2 95% CI
Random
intercept

0.27 0.00 282.16 0.28 0.00 253.50

SP, standardized patient; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01
~ Referent = white

Table 1 Opioid Prescription vs. No Opioid Prescription by
Standardized Patient Race, Activation, and Physician
Characteristics (Mixed Model Logistic Regression)

Main effects Activation moderation

OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Black SP 0.47 0.15 1.44 0.40 0.10 1.61
Activated SP 1.93 0.83 4.50 1.63 0.50 5.39
Interaction 1.38 0.26 7.26
Site 0.22* 0.06 0.74 0.22* 0.06 0.74
Physician
oncologist

1.85 0.59 5.80 1.86 0.59 5.89

Physician female 0.98 0.31 3.14 0.98 0.30 3.18
Physician age
(years)

0.99 0.94 1.03 0.99 0.94 1.03

Physician Black~ 0.67 0.18 2.53 0.67 0.18 2.54
Physician other
race~

0.74 0.15 3.62 0.74 0.15 3.66

Fixed intercept 17.23 0.93 319.51 19.19 0.95 386.34

σ2 95% CI σ2 95% CI
Random
intercept

1.62 0.85 3.10 1.64 0.86 3.15

SP, standardized patient; *p < 0.05; ~ Referent = white
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consensus among PCPs and oncologists regarding opioids for
pain in this context, there may be less reluctance to provide
opioids compared to other contexts. In contrast, race appears
to influence opioid prescribing for chronic non-cancer pain
and other contexts where opioid prescribing might be consid-
ered discretionary.25 Thus, the rationale for additional opioids
in advanced cancer may have overridden physicians’ hesitan-
cy in prescribing based on race.
Second, we formulated our hypotheses on data on pain

prescribing in general,25 but there are sparse data regarding
disparities in pain management in advanced cancer. Before
our study, only one small study suggested an absence of racial
disparities in pain prescribing for patients with advanced

cancer.26 More recently, one study reported no disparities in
opioid prescribing in advanced breast cancer.27 In contrast, three
recent observational studies have reported disparities in cancer
pain management at varying stages, but all have important
limitations. Fisch et al.5 reported significant racial disparities
in pain management, yet their sample included early and ad-
vanced disease; like us, they did not examine within-physician
prescribing differences. Bernabei et al. reported that minority
nursing home patients with cancer were less likely to receive
any analgesic medication, but they grouped all minorities to-
gether.28 Hunnicutt et al. reported more uncontrolled pain
among black and other minority nursing home residents with
cancer29 yet did not distinguish by stage of cancer. Thus, our
field experimental research provides important clarification of
the ambiguous findings from these observational data.
Third, study limitations might have contributed to largely

negative findings. Strengths of our study include using an
adequately powered randomized field experiment design, high
SP role fidelity, and low detection rate. As with all SP studies,
actual patients may differ from the SP roles in ways that we did
not approximate. It is possible that the SP role itself may have
inadvertently reduced racial differences and prescribing in gen-
eral. Our SPs presented as having been prescribed an opioid;
physician decision-making may differ depending on whether
patients requested new opioid prescriptions, the continuation of
existing doses or a dose increase. It is also possible that, by
controlling for activation between SPs of different races, we
may have eliminated naturally occurring differences among real
black and white patients with cancer, such as relative reluctance
of black patients to present their concerns or ask questions.11

Furthermore, the contribution of race and socioeconomic status
(SES) to disparities is complex;30 disparities may be partially
attributable to the interactive effect of race and SES.Markers of
low SES31 may activate implicit biases, particularly toward
black people.32 Thus, giving our SPs identical education,

Table 5 Oncologist and PCP Opioid Prescription vs. No Opioid
Prescription by Standardized Patient Race, Activation and
Physician Characteristics (Mixed Model Logistic Regression)

Oncologists only
(n = 45 ONC/81 visits)

Primary care only
(n = 51 PCPs/98
visits)

OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Black SP 0.24* 0.07 0.81 1.04 0.12 9.16
Activated SP 3.96 1.24 12.69 0.72 0.19 2.69
Site 0.28* 0.07 1.12 0.09* 0.01 1.14
Female physician 1.05 0.29 3.88 0.58 0.06 6.09
Physician age
(years)

1.01 0.95 1.06 0.95 0.87 1.04

Physician race~

Black 0.45 0.11 1.79 0.85 0.06 12.63
Asian 2.36 0.32 17.36 0.40 0.02 8.62
Fixed intercept 6.16 0.30 125.37
378.34 0.65 #

σ2 95% CI σ2 95% CI
Random intercept 0.01 0.00 # 2.87 1.37 6.04

SP, standardized patient; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval
*p < 0.05
# Very large number
~ Referent = white

Table 4 Patient-Physician Communication about Pain by Standardized Patient Race, Activation and Physician Characteristics (Mixed Model
Linear Regression)

Main effects Activation moderation

ẞ 95% CI ẞ 95% CI

Black SP − 0.04 − 0.34 0.26 − 0.01 − 0.37 0.35
Activated SP 0.43*** 0.24 0.63 0.46** 0.18 0.74
Interaction − 0.06 − 0.45 0.34
Site − 0.81*** − 1.11 − 0.51 − 0.81*** − 1.11 − 0.51
Oncologist (vs. PCP) 0.24 − 0.07 0.55 0.24 − 0.07 0.55
Female physician 0.31 − 0.01 0.63 0.31 − 0.01 0.63
Physician age (years) − 0.01 − 0.02 0.00 − 0.01 − 0.02 0.00
Physician race~

Black − 0.16 − 0.52 0.21 − 0.16 − 0.52 0.21
Asian − 0.37 − 0.82 0.08 − 0.37 − 0.82 0.08
Fixed Intercept 0.60 − 0.17 1.38 0.59 − 0.19 1.37

σ2 95% CI σ2 95% CI
Random Intercept 0.54 0.41 0.72 0.54 0.41 0.72

SP, standardized patient; CI, confidence interval
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p< 0.001
~ Referent = white
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family, and work histories may have attenuated disparities that
might have been observed in actual patients.
While our study failed to confirm hypothesized effects, post

hoc analyses suggest disparities in prescribing opioids by
specialty. We observed that oncologists (but not PCPs) pre-
scribed no opioid at all to a larger percentage of black than
white SPs. This exploratory finding suggests that combining
data across specialties may have masked race effects. It is
possible that this unexpected difference between PCPs and
oncologists reflects that while oncologists were more likely, in
general, to prescribe higher doses than PCPs, it appears that
their prescribing was affected by race. While oncologists
prescribed more pain medicine overall than PCPs in our study,
observational studies have found that oncologists prescribe
fewer adequate dosages to minorities.5, 33 This finding sug-
gests caution in concluding that there are no racial disparities
in opioid prescribing in advanced cancer.
Finally, we noted that only 71% of physicians prescribed any

opioid to a patient with advanced cancer and uncontrolled pain,
and only 38% of physicians prescribed an adequate dosage
according to current guidelines. Physicians may have lacked
knowledge about opioid prescribing or they may have wished
to defer prescribing until they had a chance to review a new
patient’s medical records more carefully. Because of increasing
concern about the opioid epidemic,34 physicians may have
become more reluctant to prescribe as the study progressed.
Additional potential study limitations include that partici-

pating physicians might differ from those who did not, limit-
ing generalizability to PCPs or oncologists, that participating
physicians may have had more interest in research and in
communication compared to non-participants and that our
results are limited to male cancer patients and should not be
extrapolated to women.35, 36 While we considered Hawthorne
effects, given the minimal contact we had with each individual
physician, Hawthorne effects would be an unlikely explana-
tion for our findings.

CONCLUSION

We found that patient race did not affect physicians’ prescrib-
ing patterns in general when faced with a male patient with
stage IV lung cancer patients who had been receiving inade-
quate doses of opioids for painful bone metastases, nor did
race affect pain assessment. Patient activation was associated
with improved pain assessment but did not modify the effect
of race on prescribing or on pain assessment. Post hoc findings
that oncologists were less likely to prescribe opioids to black
patients and the factors that lead to suboptimal opioid pre-
scribing by most of our participating physicians in advanced
cancer should be explored in future studies.
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